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“Theory can do more the closer it gets to the skin.”
- Sarah Ahmed, Living a Feminist Life

The Argonauts by Maggie Nelson, published by Graywolf Press in 2015, is critically acclaimed
as one of the most significant contributions ever written to contemporary queer and feminist
theory. At the center of the work is a love story; Nelson recounts her relationship with Harry
Dodge, who identifies as neither male nor female. She describes how they met and how
miraculous it is that on every possible level, they are compatible. They move in together with
Dodge’s son from a previous marriage, and Nelson enjoys being a mother to him. The narrative
evolves to their eventual family making experience with Nelson becoming pregnant. While her
body is undergoing radical changes, so is Dodge’s, who undergoes a double mastectomy and
begins taking testosterone. The book ends with the death of Dodge’s mother, and the birth of
Nelson’s son, Iggy. While retelling these events, Nelson grapples with the simultaneous
adequacy and inadequacy of language to express what she has gone through in her life.
Throughout her career, Nelson has been invested in exploring the limits and possibilities
of identity and language. She has published four books of poetry and four nonfiction books,
holds a PhD in English from the CUNY Graduate Center, and is a Professor of English at the
University of Southern California. In all of her work, Nelson reinvents conventional literary
genres, particularly transcending the personal essay. In Bluets, a book published in 2009 that
gained a strong cult following, Nelson combines the genre of the poem with the formality of the
essay to illustrate the affective experiences of going through a breakup. At the start of her career,
Nelson enjoyed writing poetry in particular because of “the way it allowed her to avoid gender
references. ‘I barely ever had third-person pronouns in poetry,’ she said. ‘It was always such a
pleasure that it could all just be a ‘you.’ Pronouns are, you know, so bossy and noisy’” (Als).
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Experimenting with and interrogating the nature of language is a common theme throughout her
work, particularly while depicting the experience of gender.
The Argonauts is widely popular—not just in academia or within the queer community.
After its initial publication, it earned a place on the New York Times bestseller list. Lara Fiegel in
her review in The Guardian states that the book is “brilliant,” and she was left “triumphantly
convinced of the worthwhileness of the search to capture every aspect of experience in words,
and convinced of the necessary daring of specificity, whether we are talking about specific
genders, specific sexual practices or specific feelings.” Fiegel “was also convinced of the need to
remain constantly engaged in conversations with thinkers or artists we have never met.” A
review in The Irish Times proclaims that “The Argonauts is a profound and challenging work
that reminds us of the need to ask questions and offer empathy” (Gleeson). Another striking
review in The Guardian affirms that Nelson “is one of the most electrifying writers at work in
America today, among the sharpest and most supple thinkers of her generation,” using her life
and experiences in her relationship as a way of “prying the culture open” (Laing). Because the
book is still new, there is minimal scholarly criticism published on it. However, this
groundbreaking reception is why The Argonauts won the National Book Critics Circle Award in
Criticism in 2016. Critics recognized the book’s unique approach to critical theory and how it
resurrected theory’s importance and relevance outside of academia. Hilton Als in his profile of
Nelson published in The New Yorker crucially notes that during the National Book Awards
ceremony, Walton Muyumba declared that Nelson won the award because “‘She lends critical
theory something that it frequently lacks, namely, examples drawn from real life’” (Als). How do
we explain the success and popularity among general readers of this book? How exactly does
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Nelson make a theoretical text relatable, so close to the pulse of life in today’s American
society?

Nelson describes how being a writer is a balancing act; throughout the book she embraces the
simultaneous adequacy and weakness of language to make sense of herself and the world around
her. She opens The Argonauts with a scene retelling the story of when her and Dodge first met
and fell in love. Immediately after describing this, she contemplates her complex relationship
with language and writing:
I had spent a lifetime devoted to Wittgenstein’s idea that the inexpressible is contained —
inexpressibly!—in the expressed. This idea gets less air time than his more reverential
Whereof one cannot speak thereof one must be silent, but it is, I think, the deeper idea. Its
paradox is, quite literally, why I write, or how I feel able to keep writing. 3-4
Using Wittgenstein’s conception of language, Nelson discursively engages with the fulfillments
and limitations of language throughout the text. The main issue with language, (and with society
as a whole) is its assertion of restrictive categories upon individuals and their vast experiences,
specifically when depicting gender and sexuality.
Shortly after describing this “paradox,” of language, Nelson retells an instance where she
tries to book a flight for Dodge. She speaks with a representative in charge of putting the request
through who makes false assumptions about his gender: “I’m ashamed for (or simply pissed at)
the person who keeps making all the wrong presumptions and has to be corrected, but who can’t
be corrected because the words aren’t good enough. How can the words not be good enough?”
(7). Wittgenstein’s philosophical and theoretical proposition about language is immediately
grounded in the real world with this example of Dodge’s gender. There is no straightforward,
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simple way for Nelson to explain Dodge’s gender to the airline representative. In the moment,
Nelson becomes frustrated by the representative’s “wrong presumptions,” and also by her own
inability to explain. However, by later writing about this occurrence, Nelson provides language
and discourse for the circumstance, now able to “express” what was previously “inexpressible.”
In everyday life, the endless intricacies of gender and sexuality are frequently simplified or
underrepresented. During times like this where language is equivocal, inadequate—Nelson must
try. She succeeds with the writing of this book and dedication to “expressing” the
“inexpressible,” by incessantly questioning and then discovering. Through this process, Nelson
shows how the positionality of the body in society under these circumstances is perplexing,
never perfect, and always changing.
Nelson’s writing, similar to her experience living both inside and outside of the binaries
of sexuality, gender and domesticity, exists in a state that must simultaneously embrace and
reject language. Ultimately, Nelson comes to terms with the fact that she and Dodge, at times,
occupy both radicality and normativity; her experience as a pregnant woman in a queer
relationship exists, at times, both within and outside binary categories. What matters, however, is
her ability to think critically about the nature of these binaries, and the ways in which pregnancy
fits seamlessly into a narrative about queerness.

Nelson defines The Argonauts as a work of autotheory, a term she coined that combines the
literary genres of autobiography and theory. The way in which Nelson achieves this state of
autotheory is by threading the writings of theorists throughout the story of her life. She quotes
theorists from many disciplines—most notably from queer and feminist theory—including Eve
Sedgewick (with whom Nelson studied during her PhD at the CUNY Graduate Center), Judith
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Butler, Gilles Deleuze and Claire Parnet (those four figures appearing most frequently). Hannah
Stark and Timothy Laurie in their 2019 essay “Deleuze and Transfeminism” note that autotheory
is “an emerging genre in which the boundaries between the personal, political and theoretical
collapse on themselves” (132). In an interview with BOMB Magazine published shortly after the
book came out, Nelson remarks that she particularly admires the work of other writers and
thinkers who have a “capacity to give a felt sense of how and why and where cultural, political,
radical, and sexual politics touch” (76).
Critical theory has been criticized as a genre of writing because it is limited to academia.
It often employs complex language that is inaccessible to the general public and therefore
remains distanced from the everyday. By combining an intimately personal narrative with critical
theory, Nelson brings a rare, affective, bodily dimension to theory. Sarah Ahmed in her book
Living a Feminist Life perfectly describes both the obstacles and usefulness of using critical
theory in personal narratives that specifically deal with feminist issues: “The personal is
theoretical. Theory itself is often assumed to be abstract: something is more theoretical the more
abstract it is, the more it is abstracted from everyday life. To abstract is to drag away, detach,
pull away, or divert. We might then have to drag theory back, to bring theory back to life” (10).
Feminism, Ahmed argues, is an ongoing individual and collective project within marginalized
groups. While taking on the project of feminism, it is helpful to take discourse from critical
theory and bring it back to the body. Part of this process of “bring[ing] theory back to live”
includes building a list of what Ahmed calls “companion texts,” which are “texts whose
company enabled you to proceed on a path less trodden… [they] can prompt you to hesitate or to
question the direction in which you are going, or they might give you a sense that in going the
way you are going, you are not alone… to live a feminist life is to live in very good company”
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(16-17). This articulates Nelson’s autotelic project in The Argonauts: to assemble together
“companion texts,” or critical theory, giving Nelson a frame of reference in order to help
establish her identity and the positionality of the queer body in society. This process of searching
for “companion texts,” Ahmed argues, is necessary for marginalized groups (the queer
community and women of color in particular), because institutions have historically refused to
acknowledge the full range of their existence altogether.
In The Argonauts, theory gives meaning to the body and its place in the world.
Subsequently, the body gives back to the meaning of theory, giving theory tangibility in the real
world. Through this unique exchange, Nelson is able to radically reinstate norms relating to
gender, sexuality, motherhood and relationships that are otherwise absent or misrepresented in
mainstream discourse.

Nelson draws the connection between theory and the body immediately with the title of the book.
The Argonauts comes from the 1977 text Roland Barthes par Roland Barthes, where Barthes
describes: “[le] vaisseau Argo (lumineux et blanc), dont les Argonautes remplaçaient peu à peu
chaque pièce, en sorte qu’ils eurent pour finir un vaisseau entièrement nouveau, sans avoir à en
changer le nom ni la forme” (45); “The ship Argo (luminous and white), each piece of which the
Argonauts gradually replaced, so that they ended with an entirely new ship, without having to
alter either its name or its form” (56). The concept of Barthes’s Argo serves as the foundation
Nelson’s personal and theoretical analysis of bodies throughout the text.
The image of a body becoming “entirely new… without having to alter either its name or
form” is illustrated in the stories of Nelson’s body, with her experience being pregnant, and
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Dodge’s body during the process of taking testosterone. Nelson refers to this period in both of
their lives as “the summer of our changing bodies” (79):
Our bodies grew stranger, to ourselves, to each other. You sprouted coarse hair in new
places; new muscles fanned out across your hip bones. My breasts were sore for over a
year, and while they don’t hurt anymore, they still feel like they belong to someone else
(and in a sense, since I’m still nursing, they do)... Via T, you’ve experienced surges of
heat, an adolescent budding, your sexuality coming down from the labyrinth of your
mind and disseminating like a cottonwood tree in a warm wind… Via pregnancy, I have
my first sustained encounter with the pendulous, the slow, the exhausted, the disabled. 86
Upon a surface level comparison, one might not be able to recognize the similarities between the
body through the experience of pregnancy and through the experience of hormone injections.
However, because Nelson and Dodge are undergoing these changes concurrently and side by
side, Nelson is able to see revolutionary similarities between them. There are physical changes
happening to both of them: after taking testosterone, Dodge grows hair in places where hair has
never grown on his body before, and he becomes more muscular. Nelson’s breasts are sore, and
her body is not feeling as energized or as physically able as she used to before she became
pregnant. Along with these physical transformations, the changes they are going through are also
mental. Nelson describes Dodge’s sexuality as being previously lodged deep within his mind,
unable to reach its potential. His sexuality is now able to come into full fruition, catalyzed by the
presence of testosterone. Both Nelson and Dodge are experiencing a surge of life from within
their bodies, and through this surge of life, their bodies are changing; becoming unfamiliar and
then becoming new. Nelson continues outlining the sensations of these changes:
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I had always presumed that giving birth would make me feel invincible and ample, like
fisting. But even now—two years out—my insides feel more quivery than lush. I’ve
begun to give myself over to the idea that the sensation might be forever changed, that
this sensitivity is now mine, ours, to work with. Can fragility feel as hot as bravado? I
think so, but sometimes struggle to find the way. Whenever I think I can’t find it, Harry
assures me that we can. And so we go on, our bodies finding each other again and again,
even as they—we—have also been right here, all along. 86
Nelson’s original impressions of how pregnancy and childbirth would make her feel and impact
her body differ from what actually occurred. Instead of these experiences making her feel
“ample” like she thought, she is left feeling “quivery… fragile” and wonders if these new
feelings are going to become permanent sensations of her body. The theory of Barthes’s Argo
serves as a mirror through which Nelson sees herself and Dodge during this period of change,
struggle and confusion. Barthes’s Argo reminds them that before, during, and after their bodily
transformations, they have “been right here, all along” (86); “The Argo’s parts may get replaced,
but it’s still called the Argo” (54). Nelson and Dodge are fundamentally different, yet
fundamentally the same. This sense of indelible sameness, the Argo still being called Argo,
provides them with a sense of confidence and solace.

Nelson frequently brings in theory throughout the text to help articulate Dodge’s gender. In a
society preoccupied with binaries, a society that has not yet accepted the boundlessness of queer
gender identity, theory provides examples and corroboration. When Dodge tells Nelson that he
wants to begin taking testosterone, she ruminates on his personal relationship to gender:
How to explain—‘trans’ may work well enough as shorthand, but the quickly
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developing mainstream narrative it evokes (‘born in the wrong body,’ necessitating an
orthopedic pilgrimage between two fixed destinations) is useless for some—but partially,
or even profoundly, useful for others? That for some, ‘transitioning’ may mean leaving
one gender entirely behind, while for others—like Harry, who is happy to identify as a
butch on T—it doesn’t? I’m not on my way anywhere, Harry sometimes tells inquirers.
How to explain in a culture frantic for resolution, that sometimes the shit stays messy? 53
For some individuals, the word trans not only encapsulates the way they feel about their body,
but identifying as trans can feel entirely fulfilling and liberating. In this passage, Nelson gestures
to the fact that the word trans is a word that has become socially and institutionally accepted.
Perhaps this acceptance is due to the word having a “resolution”—a before and an after—a
completed journey. Because society is reliant on “resolution[s],” the word trans has stability and
has become established as a viable experience. The word trans seemingly appears like it would
suffice for someone like Dodge from the perspective of an outsider; someone who is genetically
born a woman who begins taking testosterone to transition over to a man. However, the
generalization of the word fails to represent Dodge who says, “I’m not on my way anywhere” and
is fulfilled identifying as “a butch on T” (53). As a way to grapple with the linguistic
insufficiency of the word trans, Nelson brings in writer and philosopher Beatriz Preciado who
was born a woman and takes testosterone later on in life. In her book Testo Junkie published in
2008, Preciado writes about her own account of the intricacies of trans identity: “I do not want
the female gender that has been assigned to me at birth. Neither do I want the male gender that
transsexual medicine can furnish and that state will award me if I behave the right way. I don’t
want any of it” (53). Dodge, in a comparable way, rejects the clear-cut, binary gender descriptors
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that society incessantly enforces upon bodies. Stark and Laurie who wrote an essay on Testo
Junkie and The Argonauts note that in both works,
Transition is understood as neither from a point of arrival nor in relation to an ideal of
completion. This nonteleological understanding of trans is exemplified through Jack
Halberstam’s use of the term “trans*,” which resonates with Deleuzian becoming—a
movement without beginning or end, and without origin… the asterisk “modifies the
meaning of transitivity by refusing to situate transition in relation to a destination, a final
form, a specific shape, or an established configuration of desire and identity” (Halberstam
2018: 4). 134
Halberstam’s term “trans*” further substantiates the wide breadth of trans identities and trans
bodies. “Trans*” is a way in which the reader can understand Dodge as someone who cannot
identify as trans. Halberstam, like Nelson, recognizes the shortcomings and simplifications of
words to describe the identity of queer bodies. By using Preciado’s written account of her
relationship to gender alongside Dodge’s, the reader who may not be familiar with that concept
or experience is now able to visualize it. Furthermore, a reader who has themselves felt this way
about their own body, but who has not been able to find examples of it in media or literature,
now have one to look towards and become inspired by. Another Argo, another mirror.
Furthermore, Nelson frequently interludes Eve Kosofksy Sedgwick’s conceptions of
queerness to illustrate Dodge’s relationship to gender, and the fluidity of gender more broadly:
“‘Queer is a continuing moment, movement, motive—recurrent, eddying, troublant… Keenly, it
is relational, and strange.’ She wanted the term to be a perpetual excitement, a kind of
placeholder—a nominative, like Argo, willing to designate molten or shifting parts, a means of
asserting while also giving the slip. That is what reclaimed terms do—they retain, they insist on
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retaining, a sense of the fugitive” (29). Dodge’s transition indeed arouses a sense of “the
fugitive.” When Dodge says that “I’m not on my way anywhere,” it again brings to mind the
Argo which is on an unnamed voyage with no destination. It also brings to mind Sedgwick’s
description of queerness and Halberstam’s creation of the word “trans*”—we are ethereal,
always in flux, limitless.

Another way in which Nelson takes theory into the realm of the personal is by using it as a
framework to question the nature of heteronormativity. There is a scene in the beginning of the
text where Nelson’s friend is over, and looks at a mug that Nelson’s mother made for her. On the
mug, there is a photograph of Nelson and her family: “I’m seven months pregnant with what will
become Iggy, wearing a high ponytail and leopard print dress; Harry and his son are wearing
matching dark suits, looking dashing. We’re standing in front of the mantel at my mother’s
house, which has monogrammed stockings hanging from it. We look happy” (13). After
observing the mug, her friend exclaims: “Wow… I’ve never seen anything more heteronormative
in my life” (13). This comment leads Nelson to contemplate what exactly about the bodies in
photograph emanate heteronormativity. From an outside perspective, her family appears to be
like a traditional American family: a pregnant mother with her husband and child. This is often
how Nelson and Dodge are perceived by others when they go out in public together. Nelson
picks apart the photograph to understand this concept of assumed heteronormativity, and
questions:
But what about it is the essence of heteronormativity?... That we’re clearly participating,
or acquiescing into participating, in a long tradition of families being photographed at
holiday time in their holiday best? That my mother made me the mug, in part to indicate
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that she recognizes and accepts my tribe as family? What about my pregnancy—is that
inherently heteronormative? Or is the presumed opposition of queerness and procreation
(or, to put a fine edge on it, maternity) more a reactionary embrace of how things have
shaken down for queers than the mark of some ontological truth? As more queers have
kids, will the presumed opposition simply wither away? Will you miss it?” 13
Even though Nelson resists the label of heteronormative, she is aware that certain aspects of the
photograph are indeed perceived and even embodied that way. In this passage, she through all of
the reasons why she believes this photograph appears heteronormative. She focuses her analysis
on the bodies of her and her family and how they are presented in the picture, describing the
clothing everyone is wearing. Nelson then considers her family’s participation in the tradition of
going to the Nutcracker, and how that outing further reinforces the heteronormativity of her
family.
After describing the mug, Nelson quotes gender theorist Judith Butler: “When or how do
new kinship systems mime older nuclear-family arrangements and when or how do they
radically recontextualize them in a way that constitutes a rethinking of kinship? How can you
tell; or, rather, who’s to tell?” (14). This quotation is crucial to Nelson’s embodiment of queer
theory in the text; here, she is threading Butler’s words within the same sentence as her own. Not
only does Nelson consider theory alongside her personal narrative (in a different sentence), but
she physically incorporates Butlers words within her own words and within the same line. By
integrating Butler’s theory of “kinship systems” directly with her own language, Nelson is able
to question and navigate the positionality of herself and her family in a world that always
assumes heteronormativity. Butler created a theoretical discourse to explain and help define
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individuals who do not fit perfectly within binary oppositions, and Nelson’s family is a tangible
example of this.
Sarah Ahmed in her essay “Queer Feelings” discusses a theory of the queer body in
relation to heteronormativity that can be used to understand the reaction that Nelson’s friend had
from looking at the mug. The reaction itself, Ahmed argues, can be seen as a result of
“compulsory heterosexuality—defined as the cumulative effect of the repetition of the narrative
of heterosexuality as an ideal coupling—shapes what it is possible for bodies to do, even if it
does not contain what it is possible to be. Bodies take the shape of norms that are repeated over
time and with force” (145). Nelson is attempting to fight against this conditioned, socially
constructed body that is framed from the repetition of heterosexuality. While Nelson
acknowledges the tendency for queer families to echo notions of heteronormative families and
edging into homonormativity, by challenging this tendency and calling it into question is creating
new possibilities for the bodies of her family, new “shape[s]” and new narratives. Ahmed
continues, arguing that “norms surface as the surfaces of bodies; norms are a matter of
impressions, of how bodies are ‘impressed upon’ by the world, as a world made up of others”
(145). In other words, Ahmed stresses that norms are created and reinforced on the surfaces of
bodies. Nelson and her family live in a world where heteronormativity is the default impression
that is being pressed upon the surface of bodies. These impressions, or norms, are a result of
cumulative “labor” by people in society throughout history in order to ensure the persistence and
dominance of heteronormativity. In this scene and in the book as a whole, Nelson is engaging
with a different kind of “labor”—a “labor” of reconstitutive radicalization by analyzing the
photograph of her family on the mug through the deconstructive lens of the historical
marginalization of queer bodies. The result of engaging in a “labor” of reconstitutive
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radicalization, Nelson invalidates the norms that have defined her body and the bodies of her
family and creates room for new identity-related possibilities.

Throughout The Argonauts, Nelson examines the unsustainability between “the tired binary that
places femininity, reproduction, and normativity on one side and masculinity, sexuality, and
queer resistance on the other” (75). In this sentence, Nelson quotes feminist theorist Susan
Fraiman in order to establish her identity as a pregnant woman in a queer relationship. Many
readers wonder if her desire to get pregnant and become a mother is at odds with her claim to
radicality. Nelson mentions that she’s “heard that, back in the day, Rita Mae Brown once tried to
convince fellow lesbians to abandon their children in order to join the movement” (75). From
both within and outside the queer community, there has been a false dissonance between having
children/being in a queer relationship and having sex to conceive/having sex solely for pleasure.
Nelson also brings in literary critic Lee Edelman from his polemic book No Future: Queer
Theory and the Death Drive who argues that “queerness names the side of those not ‘fighting for
the children,’ the side outside the consensus by which all politics confirms the absolute value of
reproductive futurism” (75). Both binary perspectives of the heteronormative and
homonormative argue that having children and the desire to conceive does not have a place
within a queer relationship. Brown and Edelman, though both providing an extreme perspective,
believe that having children is irrevocably tied to heteronormativity. In order to be queer and in
support of queer notions of intimacy, sex, love and relationships, children are excluded. A reason
why the queer relationship is so othered within society in relation to heteronormativity is
precisely because it poses a threat to social order due to the absence of procreation, whether it be
impossible for simply undesired.
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However, Nelson does become pregnant and gives birth to her son Iggy, and at the same
time, becomes a stepmother to Harry’s son. Nelson and Dodge are transgressing the standard of
the queer binary to not engage in “reproductive futurism,” taking on the role of a traditional
heteronormative family. Nelson’s story—her innate desire to carry and raise a child of her own
while also being married to Dodge—proves that these outlooks are suffocating and limiting. By
writing this book, Nelson asserts that her son Iggy belongs to her queer life story just as much as
he would in a story about a heteronormative couple. The assumption that queerness and the
desire to bear and have children do indeed coexist. To Nelson, having Iggy was the most
important decision she ever made.
Nelson breaks down not only the reproduction/queer resistance binary in The Argonauts,
but also the domestic/radical binary. Shortly after Maggie and Harry moved into their home
together, this is the first moment Maggie describes: “And then, just like that, I was folding your
son’s laundry. He had just turned three. Such little socks! Such little underwear! I marveled at
them, made him lukewarm cocoa each morning with as much powder as can fit in the rim of a
fingernail, played Fallen Soldier with him for hours on end” (10). After meeting Harry’s son for
the first time and sharing a home with him, Nelson seamlessly begins occupying the sphere of
domesticity, and more importantly, enjoying it. Doing his laundry, folding his clothes; in awe of
how tiny they are. Nelson seamlessly and naturally fits into the traditional, domesticated role of
the mother to Harry’s son from a previous relationship. By being in a radical queer relationship
and by also being domestic, Nelson transgresses these binary oppositions and molds them
together. Inspired by the work of Catherine Opie, a queer American photographer, Nelson states:
“It’s the binary of normative/transgressive that’s unsustainable, along with the demand that
anyone live a life that’s all one thing” (74).
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In her essay “Bodily Inscriptions, Performative Subversions,” Butler argues that “disciplinary
production of gender effects a false stabilization of gender in the interests of the heterosexual
construction and regulation of sexuality within the reproductive domain. The construction of
coherence conceals the gender discontinuities that run rampant within [queer] contexts.” The
“coherence” that heterosexuality insists as the “ideal” and most highly represented sexuality has,
Butler argues, an “idealization [that] is an effect of a corporal signification” (416). Society will
always work to uplift, idealize and validate heterosexual bodies because heterosexuality ensures
the continuation of the status quo. Queer relationships often pose a threat to the heterosexual
nexus that deems sex solely as a function of reproduction.
To prove society’s desperation to maintain the status quo of heteronormative
reproduction, Nelson includes a passage on Jean Baudrillard’s “The Final Solution” in which
“Baudrillard argues that assisted forms of reproduction (donor insemination, surrogacy, IVF)...
herald the suicide of our species, insofar as they detach reproduction from sex, thus turning us
from ‘mortal, sexed beings’ into clone-like messengers of an impossible mortality” (78).
Baudrillard, in her description of individuals who use assisted forms of reproduction in order to
conceive, dehumanizes them. This is just one of the many examples of how queer
companionship, sex and intimacy paradigms are not accepted by society and are seen as a threat
to the prized social order. As discussed earlier, Nelson and Dodge’s relationship negate this
assumption.
While Nelson was trying to get pregnant through artificial insemination, she disclosed
that “sometimes, after the nurse dimmed the lights and left the room, you would hold me as I
made myself come. The point wasn’t romance as much as it was to suck the specimen upward
(even though we knew it was already about as far up as it could go)” (77). Nelson previously
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notes that “it has been politically important for feminists to underplay the erotics of childbearing
in order to make space for erotics elsewhere (i.e., ‘I fuck to come, not to conceive’)” (72). She
knows she is creating space for more erotic possibilities within queer relationships that include
eroticism not tied to traditional conception and the presence and importance of a child in a queer
relationship.

Nelson is drawn to Sedgwick’s idea that queerness can, at times, “have nothing to do with sexual
orientation” (29). Nelson records a series of quotes from Sedgwick’s 1994 book Tendencies,
which explores the nature and new possibilities of queerness and queer politics:
Sedgwick wanted to make way for ‘queer’ to hold all kinds of resistances and fracturings
and mismatches that have little or nothing to do with sexual orientation… At the same
time, Sedgwick argued that “given the historical and contemporary force of the
prohibitions against every same sexual expression, for anyone to disavow those
meanings, or to displace them from the term [queer]’s definitional center, would be to
dematerialize any possibility of queerness itself.” In other words, she wanted it both
ways. There is much to be learned from wanting something both ways. 29
One way in which Nelson embodies Sedgwick’s notion of queerness is with breastfeeding.
Nelson describes what breastfeeding her son feels like: “it is romantic, erotic, and consuming—
but without tentacles. I have my baby, and my baby has me. It is a buoyant eros, an eros without
teleology. Even if I do feel turned on while I’m breast-feeding or rocking him to sleep, I don’t
feel the need to do anything about it (and if I did, it wouldn’t be with him)” (44). Nelson
describes this peculiarly queer experience, which Sedgwick notes as a “mismatch,” “romantic
[and] erotic.” Nelson later notes that “any bodily experience can be made new and strange, that
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nothing we do in this life need have a lid crammed on it, that no one set of practices or relations
has the monopoly on the so-called radical, or the so-called normative” (72). By taking
breastfeeding—a bodily experience that is traditionally a part of a heteronormative narrative—
and repositioning it as a valid experience within her queer relationship, Nelson creates new
possibilities and frameworks for childbearing and motherhood. Furthermore, talking about
breastfeeding so publicly and honestly, without reserve, is in itself a queer gesture. Women are
typically told to keep these thoughts to themselves and keep breastfeeding a private experience
since it is intensely personal.
The way in which Nelson writes about the body of the mother embodies Sedgwick’s
conception of queerness “having… nothing to do with sexual orientation” (29). The mother’s
journey of both losing and finding herself throughout the processes of childbearing, birth and
motherhood, to Nelson, is a queer experience: “the capaciousness of growing a baby. The way a
baby literally makes space where there wasn’t space before… the rearrangement of internal
organs, the upward squeezing of the lungs” (103). How is childbearing any different, Sedgwick
and Nelson suggest, to the experience of transitioning genders? After Nelson gives birth to Iggy,
the nurse gives her a belt for her postpartum stomach and she feels as though she is
falling forever, falling to pieces. Maybe this belt would keep it, me, together. When she
handed it to me, she winked and said, Thanks for doing your part to keep America
beautiful… my gratitude [was] now speckled with bewilderment. What’s my part?
Having a baby? Taking measures to stop the spread? Not falling to pieces? It is
unnerving, this melting. 109
Nelson’s image of herself “falling forever” reminds the reader again of the story of the Argo,
how the boat becomes rearranged, all of its pieces change, yet it is still the same Argo. Nelson
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may feel like she is “falling forever,” “falling to pieces,” “melting,” and at the time it is
unnerving, but she is still undoubtedly herself. Nelson suggests, isn’t giving birth to a child a
queer process?

A crucial question Nelson asks throughout The Argonauts is what happens when queerness and
pregnancy combine into one life, one narrative? Laing in her review in the Guardian remarks
that “The Argonauts is about these small, miraculous domestic dramas, and the ardent acts of
readjustment and care that they require, but it is also a reconsideration of what the institutions
established around sexuality and reproduction mean if you come at them at a slant, if you disrupt
them by the very fact of your being.” It is a narrative equally of the personal and the theoretical,
simultaneously beginning with theory and ending with the body, and vise-versa. The result is a
destabilization of anachronistic paradigms of sex, intimacy, relationships, gender and
motherhood. Nelson models the larger project of this book after “the great mantra, the great
invitation, of Sedgwick’s work, which is to ‘pluralize and specify’” (62). By combining her life
story with critical theory, Nelson breaks down the architecture of institutionalized
heteronormativity and its harsh impositions on the body, showing endless possibilities of what
family and love can look like and feel like.
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